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Time-reversal-invariant topological superconductor (TRITOPS) wires host Majorana Kramers pairs that have
been predicted to mediate a fractional Josephson effect with 4pi periodicity in the superconducting phase dif-
ference. We explore the TRITOPS fractional Josephson effect in the presence of time-dependent ‘local mixing’
perturbations that instantaneously preserve time-reversal symmetry. Specifically, we show that just as such
couplings render braiding of Majorana Kramers pairs non-universal, the Josephson current becomes either ape-
riodic or 2pi-periodic (depending on conditions that we quantify) unless the phase difference is swept sufficiently
quickly. We further analyze topological superconductors with T 2 = +1 time-reversal symmetry and reveal a
rich interplay between interactions and local mixing that can be experimentally probed in nanowire arrays.
Introduction. Topological superconducting wires hosting
unpaired end Majorana zero modes (MZMs) [1–10] display
remarkably rich phenomenology with applications for topo-
logical quantum computation [11–15]. Well-separated MZMs
span a set of degenerate ground states that are locally indis-
tinguishable and hence define a fault-tolerant qubit subspace.
Braiding unpaired MZMs implements universal non-Abelian
rotations within the ground state subspace—thereby generat-
ing fault-tolerant qubit gates. Under a ‘fusion’ process, a pair
of MZMs brought together in space hybridizes and yields a
finite-energy fermionic state that can be either empty (I fu-
sion channel) or filled (ψ fusion channel). Detecting which
fusion channel emerges provides a means of qubit readout.
An elegant method of probing topological superconductiv-
ity and performing readout utilizes the so-called fractional
Josephson effect [1, 16–18]. In a conventional Josephson
junction, Cooper-pair tunneling generates a current that is 2pi
periodic in the superconducting phase difference across the
barrier. A pair of MZMs fused across a topological Joseph-
son junction mediates single-electron tunneling, resulting in
an anomalous 4pi-periodic fractional Josephson current whose
sign correlates with the associated fusion channel. This pe-
riod doubling intimately relates to non-Abelian braiding: Ad-
vancing the phase difference by 2pi has the same effect as
fully braiding the MZM pair on one side of the junction (in
turn swapping the fusion channel I ↔ ψ for the hybridized
MZMs). Two such braids are necessary to return the system
to its initial state, corresponding to 4pi phase evolution.
When some time-reversal symmetry T is present, topolog-
ical superconducting wires can host multiple MZMs at each
boundary. In particular, a time reversal invariant topologi-
cal superconductor (TRITOPS) for which T 2 = −1 [19–46]
hosts a Kramers pair of end MZMs that cannot hybridize pro-
vided T is preserved. MZM Kramers pairs in a TRITOPS
wire accordingly generate a symmetry-protected ground state
degeneracy consisting of locally distinguishable states—and
thus furnish a qubit subspace with limited fault-tolerance. In-
deed, even time-dependent local perturbations that instanta-
neously preserve T can rotate the Majorana Kramers pair
wavefunctions, generating a non-universal non-Abelian Berry
phase [47]. As a result of this ‘local mixing,’ braiding MZM
Kramers pairs generically produces non-universal rotations in
the ground-state subspace [48].
Given these non-universalities, to what extent does a frac-
tional Josephson effect survive in TRITOPS wires? This ques-
tion turns out to be exceedingly subtle. On one hand, in a
TRITOPS Josephson junction that preserves T at phase dif-
ferences 0 and pi, each subgap level is certainly 4pi-periodic
(Fig. 1), suggesting that a fractional Josephson effect ap-
pears as predicted in numerous works [26, 29, 30, 43, 49–57].
But on the other, the braiding/fractional Josephson connec-
tion noted earlier naively implies that non-universality of the
former spells doom for the latter. There is, however, reason
for optimism: The Josephson-junction energy levels become
degenerate only at discrete phase differences, suggesting that
time-dependent local perturbations may play a less dramatic
role compared to the braiding problem (for which degeneracy
persists throughout the evolution).
Here we show that, when the superconducting phase winds
adiabatically, local mixing indeed spoils the fractional Joseph-
son effect and yields either an aperiodic or 2pi-periodic
current-phase relation depending on local-mixing time scales.
This result holds even in an otherwise ideal situation for which
effects known previously to destroy 4pi-periodicity [17, 49,
51, 58–63]—e.g., explicit T breaking, overlap between dis-
tant MZMs, energy relaxation, and quasiparticle poisoning—
are absent. By mapping the problem onto an effective model
that features avoided crossings in the energy spectrum, we fur-
ther demonstrate that 4pi periodicity is recovered when the
phase difference evolves sufficiently quickly that local mix-
ing remains benign. We extend our analysis to junctions of
T 2 = +1 topological superconductors, which can be real-
ized (approximately) with proximitized nanowire arrays [64].
Without interactions, local mixing can similarly spoil the
fractional Josephson effect in a junction of 2m wires when
m > 1. Interestingly, however, we find that interactions stabi-
lize 4pi periodicity for any odd m and 2pi periodicity when
m mod 4 = 0. The nontrivial m dependence reflects an
interplay between local mixing and the Z8 classification of


























FIG. 1. Top panel: TRITOPS Josephson junction with each wire
modeled by two time-reversed copies of a topological superconduc-
tor. Dotted lines indicate hybridization of Majorana Kramers pairs
(dark purple) leading to Eq. (2). Local mixing arises when Majorana
Kramers pairs undergo time-dependent coupling to excited states.
Bottom panel: Many-body energy spectrum for a TRITOPS Joseph-
son junction. Solid and dashed curves respectively correspond to
even and odd fermion-parity sectors.
provides an experimental window into both phenomena.
Local mixing. Let γ1(2), γ˜1(2) denote the MZM Kramers
pair at the left (right) end of a TRITOPS wire. Time reversal
sends
γj → sj γ˜j , γ˜j → −sjγj (1)
for convention-dependent signs sj = ±1; note consistency
with T 2 = −1. Bilinears hybridizing a given MZM Kramers
pair are odd under T and thus forbidden.
Local, adiabatic time-dependent perturbations that instan-
taneously preserve T endow the MZM operators at each end
with nontrivial time dependence. Such perturbations can re-
sult, e.g., from external manipulation or stochastic noise that
couples the initial MZMs and bulk energy modes, as re-
viewed in the Supplemental Material. Reference 47 showed
that after the Hamiltonian completes a closed cycle in time
T , the final state generically differs in a non-universal way
from the initial state. The ground-state rotation resulting





, with θj a local-mixing
angle determined by evolution details. Local mixing ac-
cordingly spoils the topological protection of braiding MZM
Kramers pairs [48].
TRITOPS Josephson junction. Consider a TRITOPS
Josephson junction (Fig. 1, top) with superconducting phase
φL = 0 on the left and φR = φ on the right. The Majorana
Kramers pair γL, γ˜L at the left side of the junction hybridizes
with the Majorana Kramers pair γR, γ˜R on the right side, me-
diating a supercurrent contribution that we wish to explore in
the presence of local mixing. When φ = npi for n ∈ Z the
junction preserves T ; at these values we adopt a convention
where γL, γ˜L transform under T according to Eq. (1) with
sL = 1, while γR, γ˜R transforms with sR = −(−1)n. A min-
imal time-independent junction Hamiltonian compatible with
this symmetry reads
HJJ = iλe cos (φ/2) (γLγR + γ˜Lγ˜R)
+ iλo sin (φ/2) (γLγR − γ˜Lγ˜R) , (2)
where λe,o are real-valued tunneling amplitudes (see Supple-
mental Material for a derivation). In the even-parity sector
(iγLγR)(iγ˜Lγ˜R) = +1 only the first line survives, whereas
in the odd-parity sector (iγLγR)(iγ˜Lγ˜R) = −1 only the sec-
ond line survives [66]. Figure 1, bottom panel, sketches the
corresponding energy-phase relation E(φ). Each subgap en-
ergy is 4pi-periodic in φ, and hence at this level of analysis the
Josephson current 〈I(φ)〉 = 2e~ dEdφ is also 4pi-periodic under
adiabatic phase evolution.
Crucially, however, the TRITOPS fractional Josephson ef-
fect hinted at here does not constitute a robust adiabatic cycle.
As proof of concept, suppose that we begin in the ground state
of the even-parity sector (solid lines in Fig. 1, bottom), and
then implement the following process: (i) adiabatically wind
φ from 0 to pi, yielding two-fold Kramers degeneracy, (ii) turn
on a local-mixing closed adiabatic subcycle, and (iii) adia-
batically wind φ from pi to 2pi. After stage (ii) local mixing
rotates the system into a superposition of even-parity junc-




for some non-universal θL,R mixing angles. Specifically, if
|−〉 and |+〉 denote states that respectively evolve from the














Repeated implementations of the closed adiabatic cycle above
generically result in aperiodic unitary state evolution, signal-
ing a breakdown of the TRITOPS fractional Josephson effect.
A more physically relevant scenario arises when local mix-
ing and phase winding occur simultaneously. For an illus-
trative toy model, we incorporate a Kramers pair of Andreev
bound states described by f = (γ′ε+iγε)/2, f˜ = (γ˜
′
ε+iγ˜ε)/2








[cosα(t) (γLγε + γ˜Lγ˜ε) + sinα(t) (γLγ˜ε − γ˜Lγε)] .
The Andreev bound states exhibit an energy gap ε encoded by
the first line and couple to the Majorana Kramers pair on the
left side of the junction via the second line; all terms instanta-
neously preserve T .
We take ε to be the largest energy scale and,
for simplicity, project onto the even-parity subspace
γLγRγ˜Lγ˜Rγεγε′ γ˜εγ˜
′
ε = +1. In this formulation, the Hamil-
tonian H(t) = HJJ + δH(t) supports two ‘low-energy’
instantaneous eigenstates—denoted |ψ1(t)〉 and |ψ2(t)〉—
separated from the next lowest instantaneous eigenstates
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0.04
<latexit sha1_base64="TF9br vv8vVm8aOdwizqKte1nua8=">AAAB63icbVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZd ugkVwVWakoMuiG5cV7APaoWTSTBuaZIYkI5Shv+DGhSJu/SF3/o2 ZdhbaeiDkcM693HtPmAhurOd9o9LG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjV lLVpLGLdC4lhgivWttwK1ks0IzIUrBtO73K/+8S04bF6tLOEBZKM FY84JTaXvLrXGFZr7lsArxO/IDUo0BpWvwajmKaSKUsFMabve4kN MqItp4LNK4PUsITQKRmzvqOKSGaCbLHrHF84ZYSjWLunLF6ovzsyI o2ZydBVSmInZtXLxf+8fmqjmyDjKkktU3Q5KEoFtjHOD8cjrhm1Y uYIoZq7XTGdEE2odfFUXAj+6snrpHNV9726/9CoNW+LOMpwBudwCT 5cQxPuoQVtoDCBZ3iFNyTRC3pHH8vSEip6TuEP0OcPxj6NZA==</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TF9br vv8vVm8aOdwizqKte1nua8=">AAAB63icbVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZd ugkVwVWakoMuiG5cV7APaoWTSTBuaZIYkI5Shv+DGhSJu/SF3/o2 ZdhbaeiDkcM693HtPmAhurOd9o9LG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjV lLVpLGLdC4lhgivWttwK1ks0IzIUrBtO73K/+8S04bF6tLOEBZKM FY84JTaXvLrXGFZr7lsArxO/IDUo0BpWvwajmKaSKUsFMabve4kN MqItp4LNK4PUsITQKRmzvqOKSGaCbLHrHF84ZYSjWLunLF6ovzsyI o2ZydBVSmInZtXLxf+8fmqjmyDjKkktU3Q5KEoFtjHOD8cjrhm1Y uYIoZq7XTGdEE2odfFUXAj+6snrpHNV9726/9CoNW+LOMpwBudwCT 5cQxPuoQVtoDCBZ3iFNyTRC3pHH8vSEip6TuEP0OcPxj6NZA==</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TF9br vv8vVm8aOdwizqKte1nua8=">AAAB63icbVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZd ugkVwVWakoMuiG5cV7APaoWTSTBuaZIYkI5Shv+DGhSJu/SF3/o2 ZdhbaeiDkcM693HtPmAhurOd9o9LG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjV lLVpLGLdC4lhgivWttwK1ks0IzIUrBtO73K/+8S04bF6tLOEBZKM FY84JTaXvLrXGFZr7lsArxO/IDUo0BpWvwajmKaSKUsFMabve4kN MqItp4LNK4PUsITQKRmzvqOKSGaCbLHrHF84ZYSjWLunLF6ovzsyI o2ZydBVSmInZtXLxf+8fmqjmyDjKkktU3Q5KEoFtjHOD8cjrhm1Y uYIoZq7XTGdEE2odfFUXAj+6snrpHNV9726/9CoNW+LOMpwBudwCT 5cQxPuoQVtoDCBZ3iFNyTRC3pHH8vSEip6TuEP0OcPxj6NZA==</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TF9br vv8vVm8aOdwizqKte1nua8=">AAAB63icbVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZd ugkVwVWakoMuiG5cV7APaoWTSTBuaZIYkI5Shv+DGhSJu/SF3/o2 ZdhbaeiDkcM693HtPmAhurOd9o9LG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjV lLVpLGLdC4lhgivWttwK1ks0IzIUrBtO73K/+8S04bF6tLOEBZKM FY84JTaXvLrXGFZr7lsArxO/IDUo0BpWvwajmKaSKUsFMabve4kN MqItp4LNK4PUsITQKRmzvqOKSGaCbLHrHF84ZYSjWLunLF6ovzsyI o2ZydBVSmInZtXLxf+8fmqjmyDjKkktU3Q5KEoFtjHOD8cjrhm1Y uYIoZq7XTGdEE2odfFUXAj+6snrpHNV9726/9CoNW+LOMpwBudwCT 5cQxPuoQVtoDCBZ3iFNyTRC3pHH8vSEip6TuEP0OcPxj6NZA==</ latexit>
✓˙/2 0e<latexit sha1_base64="ZykKP9XV9zwnzC2SO+qjjmqT7Cs=">AAACA3i cbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdaebYBFd1aQIuiy6cVnBPqAJYTK5aYdOHszcCCUU3Pgrblwo4tafcOffOG2z0NYDA4dz7pmZe/xUcIWW9W0sLa+srq2XNsqbW9s 7u5W9/bZKMsmgxRKRyK5PFQgeQws5CuimEmjkC+j4w5uJ33kAqXgS3+MoBTei/ZiHnFHUklc5dIIEcwcHgHR8ntcdobMB9eB07FWqVs2awlwkdkGqpED Tq3zpy1gWQYxMUKV6tpWim1OJnAkYl51MQUrZkPahp2lMI1BuPt1hbJ5oJTDDROoTozlVfydyGik1inw9GVEcqHlvIv7n9TIMr9ycx2mGELPZQ2EmTEzM SSFmwCUwFCNNKJNc/9VkAyopQ11bWZdgz6+8SNr1mm3V7LuLauO6qKNEjsgxOSM2uSQNckuapEUYeSTP5JW8GU/Gi/FufMxGl4wic0D+wPj8AQXjl70= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZykKP9XV9zwnzC2SO+qjjmqT7Cs=">AAACA3i cbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdaebYBFd1aQIuiy6cVnBPqAJYTK5aYdOHszcCCUU3Pgrblwo4tafcOffOG2z0NYDA4dz7pmZe/xUcIWW9W0sLa+srq2XNsqbW9s 7u5W9/bZKMsmgxRKRyK5PFQgeQws5CuimEmjkC+j4w5uJ33kAqXgS3+MoBTei/ZiHnFHUklc5dIIEcwcHgHR8ntcdobMB9eB07FWqVs2awlwkdkGqpED Tq3zpy1gWQYxMUKV6tpWim1OJnAkYl51MQUrZkPahp2lMI1BuPt1hbJ5oJTDDROoTozlVfydyGik1inw9GVEcqHlvIv7n9TIMr9ycx2mGELPZQ2EmTEzM SSFmwCUwFCNNKJNc/9VkAyopQ11bWZdgz6+8SNr1mm3V7LuLauO6qKNEjsgxOSM2uSQNckuapEUYeSTP5JW8GU/Gi/FufMxGl4wic0D+wPj8AQXjl70= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZykKP9XV9zwnzC2SO+qjjmqT7Cs=">AAACA3i cbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdaebYBFd1aQIuiy6cVnBPqAJYTK5aYdOHszcCCUU3Pgrblwo4tafcOffOG2z0NYDA4dz7pmZe/xUcIWW9W0sLa+srq2XNsqbW9s 7u5W9/bZKMsmgxRKRyK5PFQgeQws5CuimEmjkC+j4w5uJ33kAqXgS3+MoBTei/ZiHnFHUklc5dIIEcwcHgHR8ntcdobMB9eB07FWqVs2awlwkdkGqpED Tq3zpy1gWQYxMUKV6tpWim1OJnAkYl51MQUrZkPahp2lMI1BuPt1hbJ5oJTDDROoTozlVfydyGik1inw9GVEcqHlvIv7n9TIMr9ycx2mGELPZQ2EmTEzM SSFmwCUwFCNNKJNc/9VkAyopQ11bWZdgz6+8SNr1mm3V7LuLauO6qKNEjsgxOSM2uSQNckuapEUYeSTP5JW8GU/Gi/FufMxGl4wic0D+wPj8AQXjl70= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZykKP9XV9zwnzC2SO+qjjmqT7Cs=">AAACA3i cbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdaebYBFd1aQIuiy6cVnBPqAJYTK5aYdOHszcCCUU3Pgrblwo4tafcOffOG2z0NYDA4dz7pmZe/xUcIWW9W0sLa+srq2XNsqbW9s 7u5W9/bZKMsmgxRKRyK5PFQgeQws5CuimEmjkC+j4w5uJ33kAqXgS3+MoBTei/ZiHnFHUklc5dIIEcwcHgHR8ntcdobMB9eB07FWqVs2awlwkdkGqpED Tq3zpy1gWQYxMUKV6tpWim1OJnAkYl51MQUrZkPahp2lMI1BuPt1hbJ5oJTDDROoTozlVfydyGik1inw9GVEcqHlvIv7n9TIMr9ycx2mGELPZQ2EmTEzM SSFmwCUwFCNNKJNc/9VkAyopQ11bWZdgz6+8SNr1mm3V7LuLauO6qKNEjsgxOSM2uSQNckuapEUYeSTP5JW8GU/Gi/FufMxGl4wic0D+wPj8AQXjl70= </latexit>
±2 cos ( /2)
<latexit sha1_base64="7oLliJxhBHA0LxKM+ybl1fc4Nz8=">AAAB/X icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxC3dSkCLosunFZwT6gCWUynbRD5xFmJkINxV9x40IRt/6HO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J0oY1cbzvp3Cyura+kZxs7S1vb O75+4ftLRMFSZNLJlUnQhpwqggTUMNI51EEcQjRtrR6Gbqtx+I0lSKezNOSMjRQNCYYmSs1HOPgoTDGgyw1FklSIb0vHY26bllr+rNAJeJn5MyyNHou V9BX+KUE2EwQ1p3fS8xYYaUoZiRSSlINUkQHqEB6VoqECc6zGbXT+CpVfowlsqWMHCm/p7IENd6zCPbyZEZ6kVvKv7ndVMTX4UZFUlqiMDzRXHKoJFwG gXsU0WwYWNLEFbU3grxECmEjQ2sZEPwF19eJq1a1feq/t1FuX6dx1EEx+AEVIAPLkEd3IIGaAIMHsEzeAVvzpPz4rw7H/PWgpPPHII/cD5/AJ0plAY= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7oLliJxhBHA0LxKM+ybl1fc4Nz8=">AAAB/X icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxC3dSkCLosunFZwT6gCWUynbRD5xFmJkINxV9x40IRt/6HO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J0oY1cbzvp3Cyura+kZxs7S1vb O75+4ftLRMFSZNLJlUnQhpwqggTUMNI51EEcQjRtrR6Gbqtx+I0lSKezNOSMjRQNCYYmSs1HOPgoTDGgyw1FklSIb0vHY26bllr+rNAJeJn5MyyNHou V9BX+KUE2EwQ1p3fS8xYYaUoZiRSSlINUkQHqEB6VoqECc6zGbXT+CpVfowlsqWMHCm/p7IENd6zCPbyZEZ6kVvKv7ndVMTX4UZFUlqiMDzRXHKoJFwG gXsU0WwYWNLEFbU3grxECmEjQ2sZEPwF19eJq1a1feq/t1FuX6dx1EEx+AEVIAPLkEd3IIGaAIMHsEzeAVvzpPz4rw7H/PWgpPPHII/cD5/AJ0plAY= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7oLliJxhBHA0LxKM+ybl1fc4Nz8=">AAAB/X icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxC3dSkCLosunFZwT6gCWUynbRD5xFmJkINxV9x40IRt/6HO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J0oY1cbzvp3Cyura+kZxs7S1vb O75+4ftLRMFSZNLJlUnQhpwqggTUMNI51EEcQjRtrR6Gbqtx+I0lSKezNOSMjRQNCYYmSs1HOPgoTDGgyw1FklSIb0vHY26bllr+rNAJeJn5MyyNHou V9BX+KUE2EwQ1p3fS8xYYaUoZiRSSlINUkQHqEB6VoqECc6zGbXT+CpVfowlsqWMHCm/p7IENd6zCPbyZEZ6kVvKv7ndVMTX4UZFUlqiMDzRXHKoJFwG gXsU0WwYWNLEFbU3grxECmEjQ2sZEPwF19eJq1a1feq/t1FuX6dx1EEx+AEVIAPLkEd3IIGaAIMHsEzeAVvzpPz4rw7H/PWgpPPHII/cD5/AJ0plAY= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7oLliJxhBHA0LxKM+ybl1fc4Nz8=">AAAB/X icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxC3dSkCLosunFZwT6gCWUynbRD5xFmJkINxV9x40IRt/6HO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J0oY1cbzvp3Cyura+kZxs7S1vb O75+4ftLRMFSZNLJlUnQhpwqggTUMNI51EEcQjRtrR6Gbqtx+I0lSKezNOSMjRQNCYYmSs1HOPgoTDGgyw1FklSIb0vHY26bllr+rNAJeJn5MyyNHou V9BX+KUE2EwQ1p3fS8xYYaUoZiRSSlINUkQHqEB6VoqECc6zGbXT+CpVfowlsqWMHCm/p7IENd6zCPbyZEZ6kVvKv7ndVMTX4UZFUlqiMDzRXHKoJFwG gXsU0WwYWNLEFbU3grxECmEjQ2sZEPwF19eJq1a1feq/t1FuX6dx1EEx+AEVIAPLkEd3IIGaAIMHsEzeAVvzpPz4rw7H/PWgpPPHII/cD5/AJ0plAY= </latexit>
2⇡ periodic
<latexit sha1_base64="0qnTe8HYFBCzuIyMKJZaY910GGU =">AAAB/nicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNrVTx5GQyCp7AbBD0GvXiMYB6QXcLsbCcZMvtgplcMS8Bf8eJBEa9+hzf/xkmyB00saCiqu unuClIpNDrOt7Wyura+sVnaKm/v7O7t2weHLZ1kikOTJzJRnYBpkCKGJgqU0EkVsCiQ0A5GN1O//QBKiyS+x3EKfsQGsegLz tBIPfu45qWCegiPmNMUlEhCwSc9u+JUnRnoMnELUiEFGj37ywsTnkUQI5dM667rpOjnTKHgEiZlL9OQMj5iA+gaGrMItJ/Pz p/QM6OEtJ8oUzHSmfp7ImeR1uMoMJ0Rw6Fe9Kbif143w/6Vn4s4zRBiPl/UzyTFhE6zoKFQwFGODWFcCXMr5UOmGEeTWNmE4C 6+vExatarrVN27i0r9uoijRE7IKTknLrkkdXJLGqRJOMnJM3klb9aT9WK9Wx/z1hWrmDkif2B9/gAP1ZWM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0qnTe8HYFBCzuIyMKJZaY910GGU =">AAAB/nicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNrVTx5GQyCp7AbBD0GvXiMYB6QXcLsbCcZMvtgplcMS8Bf8eJBEa9+hzf/xkmyB00saCiqu unuClIpNDrOt7Wyura+sVnaKm/v7O7t2weHLZ1kikOTJzJRnYBpkCKGJgqU0EkVsCiQ0A5GN1O//QBKiyS+x3EKfsQGsegLz tBIPfu45qWCegiPmNMUlEhCwSc9u+JUnRnoMnELUiEFGj37ywsTnkUQI5dM667rpOjnTKHgEiZlL9OQMj5iA+gaGrMItJ/Pz p/QM6OEtJ8oUzHSmfp7ImeR1uMoMJ0Rw6Fe9Kbif143w/6Vn4s4zRBiPl/UzyTFhE6zoKFQwFGODWFcCXMr5UOmGEeTWNmE4C 6+vExatarrVN27i0r9uoijRE7IKTknLrkkdXJLGqRJOMnJM3klb9aT9WK9Wx/z1hWrmDkif2B9/gAP1ZWM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0qnTe8HYFBCzuIyMKJZaY910GGU =">AAAB/nicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNrVTx5GQyCp7AbBD0GvXiMYB6QXcLsbCcZMvtgplcMS8Bf8eJBEa9+hzf/xkmyB00saCiqu unuClIpNDrOt7Wyura+sVnaKm/v7O7t2weHLZ1kikOTJzJRnYBpkCKGJgqU0EkVsCiQ0A5GN1O//QBKiyS+x3EKfsQGsegLz tBIPfu45qWCegiPmNMUlEhCwSc9u+JUnRnoMnELUiEFGj37ywsTnkUQI5dM667rpOjnTKHgEiZlL9OQMj5iA+gaGrMItJ/Pz p/QM6OEtJ8oUzHSmfp7ImeR1uMoMJ0Rw6Fe9Kbif143w/6Vn4s4zRBiPl/UzyTFhE6zoKFQwFGODWFcCXMr5UOmGEeTWNmE4C 6+vExatarrVN27i0r9uoijRE7IKTknLrkkdXJLGqRJOMnJM3klb9aT9WK9Wx/z1hWrmDkif2B9/gAP1ZWM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0qnTe8HYFBCzuIyMKJZaY910GGU =">AAAB/nicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNrVTx5GQyCp7AbBD0GvXiMYB6QXcLsbCcZMvtgplcMS8Bf8eJBEa9+hzf/xkmyB00saCiqu unuClIpNDrOt7Wyura+sVnaKm/v7O7t2weHLZ1kikOTJzJRnYBpkCKGJgqU0EkVsCiQ0A5GN1O//QBKiyS+x3EKfsQGsegLz tBIPfu45qWCegiPmNMUlEhCwSc9u+JUnRnoMnELUiEFGj37ywsTnkUQI5dM667rpOjnTKHgEiZlL9OQMj5iA+gaGrMItJ/Pz p/QM6OEtJ8oUzHSmfp7ImeR1uMoMJ0Rw6Fe9Kbif143w/6Vn4s4zRBiPl/UzyTFhE6zoKFQwFGODWFcCXMr5UOmGEeTWNmE4C 6+vExatarrVN27i0r9uoijRE7IKTknLrkkdXJLGqRJOMnJM3klb9aT9WK9Wx/z1hWrmDkif2B9/gAP1ZWM</latexit>
aperiodic
<latexit sha1_base64="ORi OKHthm0jzV4q6juHxlAZ7xGI=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34W etX1KOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkAbymYzbZdusmF3Uiyh/8SLB 0W8+k+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7 +7tHxy6R8dNozLNocGVVLodMgNSJNBAgRLaqQYWhxJa4ehu5 rfGoI1QySNOUghiNkhEX3CGVuq5bhfhCXOWghYqEnzacyte1 ZuDrhK/IBVSoN5zv7qR4lkMCXLJjOn4XopBzjQKLmFa7mYGU sZHbAAdSxMWgwny+eVTem6ViPaVtpUgnau/J3IWGzOJQ9sZM xyaZW8m/ud1MuzfBLlI0gwh4YtF/UxSVHQWA42EBo5yYgnjWt hbKR8yzTjasMo2BH/55VXSvKz6XtV/uKrUbos4SuSUnJEL4p NrUiP3pE4ahJMxeSav5M3JnRfn3flYtK45xcwJ+QPn8wdOi5 QU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ORi OKHthm0jzV4q6juHxlAZ7xGI=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34W etX1KOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkAbymYzbZdusmF3Uiyh/8SLB 0W8+k+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7 +7tHxy6R8dNozLNocGVVLodMgNSJNBAgRLaqQYWhxJa4ehu5 rfGoI1QySNOUghiNkhEX3CGVuq5bhfhCXOWghYqEnzacyte1 ZuDrhK/IBVSoN5zv7qR4lkMCXLJjOn4XopBzjQKLmFa7mYGU sZHbAAdSxMWgwny+eVTem6ViPaVtpUgnau/J3IWGzOJQ9sZM xyaZW8m/ud1MuzfBLlI0gwh4YtF/UxSVHQWA42EBo5yYgnjWt hbKR8yzTjasMo2BH/55VXSvKz6XtV/uKrUbos4SuSUnJEL4p NrUiP3pE4ahJMxeSav5M3JnRfn3flYtK45xcwJ+QPn8wdOi5 QU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ORi OKHthm0jzV4q6juHxlAZ7xGI=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34W etX1KOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkAbymYzbZdusmF3Uiyh/8SLB 0W8+k+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7 +7tHxy6R8dNozLNocGVVLodMgNSJNBAgRLaqQYWhxJa4ehu5 rfGoI1QySNOUghiNkhEX3CGVuq5bhfhCXOWghYqEnzacyte1 ZuDrhK/IBVSoN5zv7qR4lkMCXLJjOn4XopBzjQKLmFa7mYGU sZHbAAdSxMWgwny+eVTem6ViPaVtpUgnau/J3IWGzOJQ9sZM xyaZW8m/ud1MuzfBLlI0gwh4YtF/UxSVHQWA42EBo5yYgnjWt hbKR8yzTjasMo2BH/55VXSvKz6XtV/uKrUbos4SuSUnJEL4p NrUiP3pE4ahJMxeSav5M3JnRfn3flYtK45xcwJ+QPn8wdOi5 QU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ORi OKHthm0jzV4q6juHxlAZ7xGI=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34W etX1KOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkAbymYzbZdusmF3Uiyh/8SLB 0W8+k+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMet63s7a+sbm1Xdop7 +7tHxy6R8dNozLNocGVVLodMgNSJNBAgRLaqQYWhxJa4ehu5 rfGoI1QySNOUghiNkhEX3CGVuq5bhfhCXOWghYqEnzacyte1 ZuDrhK/IBVSoN5zv7qR4lkMCXLJjOn4XopBzjQKLmFa7mYGU sZHbAAdSxMWgwny+eVTem6ViPaVtpUgnau/J3IWGzOJQ9sZM xyaZW8m/ud1MuzfBLlI0gwh4YtF/UxSVHQWA42EBo5yYgnjWt hbKR8yzTjasMo2BH/55VXSvKz6XtV/uKrUbos4SuSUnJEL4p NrUiP3pE4ahJMxeSav5M3JnRfn3flYtK45xcwJ+QPn8wdOi5 QU</latexit>
0.8
<latexit sha1 _base64="vx+OXglTxgDtwdofY 6gEOSUHqo8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS 8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hEsMe iF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/ QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/ NMDMvTAXXxvO+nNLa+sbmVnm7 srO7t39QPTxq6yRTDFssEYnqhl Sj4BJbhhuB3VQhjUOBnXByM/c7 j6g0T+SDmaYYxHQkecQZNVa699 z6oFrzXG8B8pf4BalBgeag+tkf JiyLURomqNY930tNkFNlOBM4q/ QzjSllEzrCnqWSxqiDfHHqjJx ZZUiiRNmShizUnxM5jbWexqHtj KkZ61VvLv7n9TIT1YOcyzQzKNl yUZQJYhIy/5sMuUJmxNQSyhS3t xI2pooyY9Op2BD81Zf/kvaF63u uf3dZa1wXcZThBE7hHHy4ggbc QhNawGAET/ACr45wnp03533ZWn KKmWP4BefjG14YjS4=</latexi t><latexit sha1 _base64="vx+OXglTxgDtwdofY 6gEOSUHqo8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS 8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hEsMe iF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/ QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/ NMDMvTAXXxvO+nNLa+sbmVnm7 srO7t39QPTxq6yRTDFssEYnqhl Sj4BJbhhuB3VQhjUOBnXByM/c7 j6g0T+SDmaYYxHQkecQZNVa699 z6oFrzXG8B8pf4BalBgeag+tkf JiyLURomqNY930tNkFNlOBM4q/ QzjSllEzrCnqWSxqiDfHHqjJx ZZUiiRNmShizUnxM5jbWexqHtj KkZ61VvLv7n9TIT1YOcyzQzKNl yUZQJYhIy/5sMuUJmxNQSyhS3t xI2pooyY9Op2BD81Zf/kvaF63u uf3dZa1wXcZThBE7hHHy4ggbc QhNawGAET/ACr45wnp03533ZWn KKmWP4BefjG14YjS4=</latexi t><latexit sha1 _base64="vx+OXglTxgDtwdofY 6gEOSUHqo8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS 8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hEsMe iF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/ QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/ NMDMvTAXXxvO+nNLa+sbmVnm7 srO7t39QPTxq6yRTDFssEYnqhl Sj4BJbhhuB3VQhjUOBnXByM/c7 j6g0T+SDmaYYxHQkecQZNVa699 z6oFrzXG8B8pf4BalBgeag+tkf JiyLURomqNY930tNkFNlOBM4q/ QzjSllEzrCnqWSxqiDfHHqjJx ZZUiiRNmShizUnxM5jbWexqHtj KkZ61VvLv7n9TIT1YOcyzQzKNl yUZQJYhIy/5sMuUJmxNQSyhS3t xI2pooyY9Op2BD81Zf/kvaF63u uf3dZa1wXcZThBE7hHHy4ggbc QhNawGAET/ACr45wnp03533ZWn KKmWP4BefjG14YjS4=</latexi t><latexit sha1 _base64="vx+OXglTxgDtwdofY 6gEOSUHqo8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS 8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hEsMe iF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/ QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/ NMDMvTAXXxvO+nNLa+sbmVnm7 srO7t39QPTxq6yRTDFssEYnqhl Sj4BJbhhuB3VQhjUOBnXByM/c7 j6g0T+SDmaYYxHQkecQZNVa699 z6oFrzXG8B8pf4BalBgeag+tkf JiyLURomqNY930tNkFNlOBM4q/ QzjSllEzrCnqWSxqiDfHHqjJx ZZUiiRNmShizUnxM5jbWexqHtj KkZ61VvLv7n9TIT1YOcyzQzKNl yUZQJYhIy/5sMuUJmxNQSyhS3t xI2pooyY9Op2BD81Zf/kvaF63u uf3dZa1wXcZThBE7hHHy4ggbc QhNawGAET/ACr45wnp03533ZWn KKmWP4BefjG14YjS4=</latexi t>
0.
<latexit sha1_ base64="Tek7htftoUVs9/PUaL ZSmUe5RCQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8N AEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPRi 8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQv HhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMD MvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t 39QPTxq6SRTDJssEYnqhFSj4BK bhhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+ SjmaQYxHQoecQZNVZ68NzLfrXm ud4cZJX4BalBgUa/+tUbJCyLUR omqNZd30tNkFNlOBM4rfQyjSllY zrErqWSxqiDfH7qlJxZZUCiRNm ShszV3xM5jbWexKHtjKkZ6WVvJv 7ndTMTXQc5l2lmULLFoigTxCRk 9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZ TsSH4yy+vktaF63uuf39Zq98Uc ZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AK b45wXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB1 gIjSo=</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="Tek7htftoUVs9/PUaL ZSmUe5RCQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8N AEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPRi 8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQv HhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMD MvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t 39QPTxq6SRTDJssEYnqhFSj4BK bhhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+ SjmaQYxHQoecQZNVZ68NzLfrXm ud4cZJX4BalBgUa/+tUbJCyLUR omqNZd30tNkFNlOBM4rfQyjSllY zrErqWSxqiDfH7qlJxZZUCiRNm ShszV3xM5jbWexKHtjKkZ6WVvJv 7ndTMTXQc5l2lmULLFoigTxCRk 9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZ TsSH4yy+vktaF63uuf39Zq98Uc ZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AK b45wXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB1 gIjSo=</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="Tek7htftoUVs9/PUaL ZSmUe5RCQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8N AEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPRi 8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQv HhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMD MvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t 39QPTxq6SRTDJssEYnqhFSj4BK bhhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+ SjmaQYxHQoecQZNVZ68NzLfrXm ud4cZJX4BalBgUa/+tUbJCyLUR omqNZd30tNkFNlOBM4rfQyjSllY zrErqWSxqiDfH7qlJxZZUCiRNm ShszV3xM5jbWexKHtjKkZ6WVvJv 7ndTMTXQc5l2lmULLFoigTxCRk 9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZ TsSH4yy+vktaF63uuf39Zq98Uc ZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AK b45wXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB1 gIjSo=</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="Tek7htftoUVs9/PUaL ZSmUe5RCQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8N AEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPRi 8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQv HhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMD MvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t 39QPTxq6SRTDJssEYnqhFSj4BK bhhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+ SjmaQYxHQoecQZNVZ68NzLfrXm ud4cZJX4BalBgUa/+tUbJCyLUR omqNZd30tNkFNlOBM4rfQyjSllY zrErqWSxqiDfH7qlJxZZUCiRNm ShszV3xM5jbWexKHtjKkZ6WVvJv 7ndTMTXQc5l2lmULLFoigTxCRk 9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZ TsSH4yy+vktaF63uuf39Zq98Uc ZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AK b45wXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB1 gIjSo=</latexit>
0.01
<latexit sha1_base64="CERbq wF9tYWzuWBXHvrHlD0A6vg=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT1 6CRbBU9kVQY9FLx4r2Fpol5JN0zY0yS7JrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x 2+5BWx+EPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1 jLdYLGPTiajlUmjeQoGSdxLDqYokf4wmt7n/+MSNFbF+wGnCQ0VHW gwFo5hLft0P+tWa++YgqyQoSA0KNPvVr94gZqniGpmk1nYDP8Ewo wYFk3xW6aWWJ5RN6Ih3HdVUcRtm811n5MwpAzKMjXsayVz93ZFRZe 1URa5SURzbZS8X//O6KQ6vw0zoJEWu2WLQMJUEY5IfTgbCcIZy6g hlRrhdCRtTQxm6eCouhGD55FXSvqgHfj24v6w1boo4ynACp3AOAVx BA+6gCS1gMIZneIU3T3kv3rv3sSgteUXPMfyB9/kDwbKNYQ==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="CERbq wF9tYWzuWBXHvrHlD0A6vg=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT1 6CRbBU9kVQY9FLx4r2Fpol5JN0zY0yS7JrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x 2+5BWx+EPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1 jLdYLGPTiajlUmjeQoGSdxLDqYokf4wmt7n/+MSNFbF+wGnCQ0VHW gwFo5hLft0P+tWa++YgqyQoSA0KNPvVr94gZqniGpmk1nYDP8Ewo wYFk3xW6aWWJ5RN6Ih3HdVUcRtm811n5MwpAzKMjXsayVz93ZFRZe 1URa5SURzbZS8X//O6KQ6vw0zoJEWu2WLQMJUEY5IfTgbCcIZy6g hlRrhdCRtTQxm6eCouhGD55FXSvqgHfj24v6w1boo4ynACp3AOAVx BA+6gCS1gMIZneIU3T3kv3rv3sSgteUXPMfyB9/kDwbKNYQ==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="CERbq wF9tYWzuWBXHvrHlD0A6vg=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT1 6CRbBU9kVQY9FLx4r2Fpol5JN0zY0yS7JrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x 2+5BWx+EPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1 jLdYLGPTiajlUmjeQoGSdxLDqYokf4wmt7n/+MSNFbF+wGnCQ0VHW gwFo5hLft0P+tWa++YgqyQoSA0KNPvVr94gZqniGpmk1nYDP8Ewo wYFk3xW6aWWJ5RN6Ih3HdVUcRtm811n5MwpAzKMjXsayVz93ZFRZe 1URa5SURzbZS8X//O6KQ6vw0zoJEWu2WLQMJUEY5IfTgbCcIZy6g hlRrhdCRtTQxm6eCouhGD55FXSvqgHfj24v6w1boo4ynACp3AOAVx BA+6gCS1gMIZneIU3T3kv3rv3sSgteUXPMfyB9/kDwbKNYQ==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="CERbq wF9tYWzuWBXHvrHlD0A6vg=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT1 6CRbBU9kVQY9FLx4r2Fpol5JN0zY0yS7JrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x 2+5BWx+EPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1 jLdYLGPTiajlUmjeQoGSdxLDqYokf4wmt7n/+MSNFbF+wGnCQ0VHW gwFo5hLft0P+tWa++YgqyQoSA0KNPvVr94gZqniGpmk1nYDP8Ewo wYFk3xW6aWWJ5RN6Ih3HdVUcRtm811n5MwpAzKMjXsayVz93ZFRZe 1URa5SURzbZS8X//O6KQ6vw0zoJEWu2WLQMJUEY5IfTgbCcIZy6g hlRrhdCRtTQxm6eCouhGD55FXSvqgHfj24v6w1boo4ynACp3AOAVx BA+6gCS1gMIZneIU3T3kv3rv3sSgteUXPMfyB9/kDwbKNYQ==</l atexit>
0.1
<latexit sha1_base64="l3rkITtf8dxwewhQmEp7C/s+WHU="> AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis9eDW/71a9mjcHWSV+ QapQoNF3v3qDhGUxSsME1brre6kJcqoMZwKnlV6mMaVsTIfYtVTSGHWQz0+dkjOrDEiUKFvSkLn6eyKnsdaTOLSdMTUjvezNxP+8bma i6yDnMs0MSrZYFGWCmITM/iYDrpAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2HQqNgR/+eVV0rqo+Tax+8tq/aaIowwncArn4MMV1OEOGtAEBkN4hld4c4T z4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/U3yNJw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l3rkITtf8dxwewhQmEp7C/s+WHU="> AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis9eDW/71a9mjcHWSV+ QapQoNF3v3qDhGUxSsME1brre6kJcqoMZwKnlV6mMaVsTIfYtVTSGHWQz0+dkjOrDEiUKFvSkLn6eyKnsdaTOLSdMTUjvezNxP+8bma i6yDnMs0MSrZYFGWCmITM/iYDrpAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2HQqNgR/+eVV0rqo+Tax+8tq/aaIowwncArn4MMV1OEOGtAEBkN4hld4c4T z4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/U3yNJw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l3rkITtf8dxwewhQmEp7C/s+WHU="> AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis9eDW/71a9mjcHWSV+ QapQoNF3v3qDhGUxSsME1brre6kJcqoMZwKnlV6mMaVsTIfYtVTSGHWQz0+dkjOrDEiUKFvSkLn6eyKnsdaTOLSdMTUjvezNxP+8bma i6yDnMs0MSrZYFGWCmITM/iYDrpAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2HQqNgR/+eVV0rqo+Tax+8tq/aaIowwncArn4MMV1OEOGtAEBkN4hld4c4T z4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/U3yNJw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l3rkITtf8dxwewhQmEp7C/s+WHU="> AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis9eDW/71a9mjcHWSV+ QapQoNF3v3qDhGUxSsME1brre6kJcqoMZwKnlV6mMaVsTIfYtVTSGHWQz0+dkjOrDEiUKFvSkLn6eyKnsdaTOLSdMTUjvezNxP+8bma i6yDnMs0MSrZYFGWCmITM/iYDrpAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2HQqNgR/+eVV0rqo+Tax+8tq/aaIowwncArn4MMV1OEOGtAEBkN4hld4c4T z4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/U3yNJw==</latexit>
1<latexit sha1_base64="l9eImvYcFOKpzEDji/n9jPDeWb8 =">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w 8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1 Fip6Q3KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09k dFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12z yOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8Aep2MtQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l9eImvYcFOKpzEDji/n9jPDeWb8 =">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w 8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1 Fip6Q3KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09k dFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12z yOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8Aep2MtQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l9eImvYcFOKpzEDji/n9jPDeWb8 =">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w 8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1 Fip6Q3KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09k dFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12z yOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8Aep2MtQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l9eImvYcFOKpzEDji/n9jPDeWb8 =">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w 8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1 Fip6Q3KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09k dFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12z yOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8Aep2MtQ==</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="N8f4lxeEEDz/qiLuXS+43TBm1YA=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2 k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuOqXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VN IItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasIbP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBgK2MuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N8f4lxeEEDz/qiLuXS+43TBm1YA=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2 k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuOqXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VN IItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasIbP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBgK2MuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N8f4lxeEEDz/qiLuXS+43TBm1YA=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2 k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuOqXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VN IItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasIbP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBgK2MuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N8f4lxeEEDz/qiLuXS+43TBm1YA=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2 k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuOqXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VN IItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasIbP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBgK2MuQ==</latexit>
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FIG. 2. Transition probability after evolution by Heff(t) from
t = 0 to tf for α(t) = 2pin [f(t)− f(ti)] / [f(tf )− f(ti)]









φ(t) = 2pit/tf . Parameters are λe = ε/80, β = ε/40,
tf = 2 × 107ε−1, t1/2 = tf/2 ± 0.0025tf , and n = 25 × 103.
The choice of α(t) yields step-like jumps in θ˙(t) over a time scale
τ , as shown in the inset. In the main plot’s horizontal axis, Ω(t1)
denotes the magnitude of the instantaneous energy at the time of
the jumps. ‘Slow’ jumps [τΩ(t1) & 1] yield nearly zero transition
probability, signifying a 2pi-periodic Josephson effect. ‘Fast’ jumps
[τΩ(t1) . 1], however, generate aperiodicity—even for arbitrarily
slow φ(t). Inset: Off-diagonal element of Heff(t)/λ′e near φ = pi
for τΩ(t1) ≈ 1.257 (red) and τΩ(t1) ≈ 0.00629 (blue), along with
diagonal elements (grey).
by an excess energy ∼ ε. We further assume that α(t)
varies slowly in time, i.e., βα˙(t)  ε2, so that transitions
between the low- and high-energy states are negligible.
Solutions to Schro¨dinger’s equation then approximately
take the form |Φ(t)〉 = v1(t)|ψ1(t)〉 + v2(t)|ψ2(t)〉;
the coefficients satisfy the equation of motion
i∂t~v = [Hinst(t) +HB(t)]~v ≡ Heff(t)~v, with Hinst a
diagonal matrix populated by the instantaneous energies
and HB,ij = −〈ψi(t)|i∂t|ψj(t)〉 a Berry-phase term. Re-
taining terms up to O (ε−2) (except an unimportant term







where λ′e = λe
[
1− β2/(2ε2)] is a renormalized tun-
neling amplitude, θ˙(t) = −α˙(t)β2/ε2, and the Pauli
matrices now refer to the basis of instantaneous eigen-
states |ψj(t)〉. When λ′e = 0, the time-evolution op-
erator U = e−i
∫ T
0
Heff (t) ≡ ei θ2σy implements local mixing




dt θ˙(t), in agreement with Ref. 47 [67] at β  ε.
More interestingly, with λ′e 6= 0, the σy term responsible for
local mixing effectively couples the bound states related by
time-reversal symmetry—even though the crossings in Fig. 1
are protected.
To analyze the Josephson effect described by Eq. (5), we
first consider φ˙ and θ˙ approximately constant. Treating local
mixing as a small perturbation away from the time-reversal-
invariant point, we expand Heff(t) near φ = pi to obtain a
... ...
...
m mod 4 non-interacting I(φ) interacting I(φ)
1 4pi 4pi
2 2pi, 4pi, or aperiodic 2pi, 4pi, or aperiodic
3 4pi or aperiodic 4pi
4 2pi, 4pi, or aperiodic 2pi
FIG. 3. Josephson junction between two sets of m proximitized
nanowires that each (approximately) obey T 2 = +1 time-reversal
symmetry [64]. Table: Summary of the periodicity for the current-
phase relation in the presence of local mixing, both in the non-
interacting limit and with interactions. Multiple values are given
when the result depends on local-mixing details.
standard Landau-Zener Hamiltonian. The transition probabil-
ity between instantaneous Heff(t) eigenstates monotonically
increases as x = θ˙2/λ′eφ˙ decreases. At x  1, the adiabatic
criterion is satisfied; here a system initialized into the instan-
taneous ground state at φ = 0 evolves into the instantaneous
ground state at φ = 2pi, yielding a 2pi-periodic current-phase
relation. For x 1 ‘fast’ phase winding instead overwhelms
local mixing, and a 4pi-periodic fractional Josephson effect
emerges.
Next we examine a ‘quench’ that more closely resembles
the proof-of-concept picture considered earlier: As sketched
in the inset of Fig. 2, during an interval at which φ ≈ pi,
θ˙(t) jumps from zero to a finite value over a time scale τ
and then similarly decays back to zero. Figure 2, main panel,
depicts the numerically obtained transition probability as a
function of τΩ(t1), where 2Ω(t1) is the instantaneous energy
gap evaluated at the jump; see caption for parameters. For
‘large’ τ a local-mixing-induced 2pi-periodic Josephson ef-
fect again arises (Supplemental Material derives a condition
for adiabatic evolution in this case). As τ decreases, however,
the transition probability becomes appreciable and eventually
plateaus—indicating an aperiodic current-phase relation.
Thus far we have focused on unitary time evolution. We
now note that continuously measuring the current can sta-
bilize 4pi periodicity through the quantum Zeno effect. Al-
though current eigenstates correspond to energy eigenstates,
the current is most distinguishable when the energies are de-
generate; hence measurement backaction competes against
local mixing. If the measurement projects onto a current
eigenstate faster than the time scale of local mixing, the frac-
tional Josephson effect survives (up to processes not consid-
ered here).
T 2 = +1 Josephson junction. Topological superconduc-
tors with T 2 = +1 time-reversal symmetry can support an ar-
bitrary number m of MZMs at each end in the non-interacting
limit, but onlym mod 8 with interactions [65]. As a physical
realization, we envision an array of m proximitized semicon-
ductor nanowires in a magnetic field [10, 68–70], for which
the minimal low-energy Hamiltonian preserves T 2 = +1
4symmetry [64]. Figure 3, top, sketches a Josephson junction
assembled from such arrays. Our goal is to explore the impact
of local mixing and interactions on the Josephson effect.
Consider first the non-interacting limit. The junction hosts








Time-reversal symmetry persists at φ = npi (n ∈ Z); more-
over, at φ = pi the hybridization vanishes, yielding 2mMZMs
at the junction. As for the T 2 = −1 case, each energy de-
scribed by Eq. (6) is 4pi periodic in φ, and hence a fractional
Josephson effect exists at this level of analysis. Figure 4(a)
illustrates the energies versus φ for m = 3, with solid and
dashed lines respectively denoting even- and odd-parity states.
To incorporate local mixing, observe that δH(t) in Eq. (4)





ε and γε, γ˜ε → −γε,−γ˜ε). Thus one can imme-
diately construct a local-mixing Hamiltonian for the T 2 = +1
problem by replacing γL → γLj , γ˜L → γLk in δH(t) and
summing over j, k pairs. The net effect is that local mix-
ing can once again nonuniversally rotate the system among
same-parity Hamiltonian eigenstates that are degenerate at
φ = pi. For any m > 1 this degeneracy is nontrivial, implying
that local mixing spoils the fractional Josephson effect unless
the phase is swept sufficiently rapidly. Interestingly, for odd
m > 1 local mixing can never generate 2pi periodicity since
the junction parity switches upon sweeping φ by 2pi; see, e.g.,
Fig. 4(a).
Symmetry-preserving interactions, which we now turn on,
substantially enrich this story. First, one only needs to
consider m mod 4. Indeed with m = 4 the junction at
φ = pi hosts 8 MZMs—whose degeneracy interactions com-
pletely obliterate [65], thus stabilizing 2pi periodicity. For m
mod 4 = 1 a given fermion-parity sector has a unique ground
state at φ = pi, so the fractional Josephson effect is immune to
local mixing. The case m mod 4 = 2 essentially reduces to
the TRITOPS Josephson junction already examined in great
detail; at φ = pi a two-fold degeneracy in a given parity sector
persists even with interactions, and local mixing accordingly
generates 2pi-periodicity, 4pi-periodicity, or aperiodicity de-
pending on details. Finally, for m mod 4 = 3 interactions
shift crossings between same-parity states [recall Fig. 4(a)]
away from φ = pi, where they become avoided crossings due
to the absence of T symmetry; see Fig. 4(b). Interactions con-
sequently protect the fractional Josephson effect against local
mixing. See the Table from Fig. 3 for a summary.
Discussion. A very general implication of our study is that
symmetry-protected degeneracies among locally distinguish-
able states do not necessarily suffice for generating robust
nontrivial adiabatic cycles; examination of dynamics under
generic conditions is additionally required. We have seen that
T -symmetric local mixing perturbations that render braid-
ing non-universal in TRITOPS wires [47, 48] also preclude
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E<latexit sha1_base64="o1sEXvFqUeKBMq6SR1NtvhgJRzs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GNRBI8t2A9oQ9ls J+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FipcdcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj3i9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQR aj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13KrXuKzUbvI4inACp3AOHlxBDe6hDk1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDmO2MyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o1sEXvFqUeKBMq6SR1NtvhgJRzs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GNRBI8t2A9oQ9ls J+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FipcdcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj3i9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQR aj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13KrXuKzUbvI4inACp3AOHlxBDe6hDk1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDmO2MyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o1sEXvFqUeKBMq6SR1NtvhgJRzs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GNRBI8t2A9oQ9ls J+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FipcdcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj3i9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQR aj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13KrXuKzUbvI4inACp3AOHlxBDe6hDk1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDmO2MyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o1sEXvFqUeKBMq6SR1NtvhgJRzs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GNRBI8t2A9oQ9ls J+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FipcdcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj3i9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQR aj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13KrXuKzUbvI4inACp3AOHlxBDe6hDk1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDmO2MyQ==</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="vMCmCBvrQqvMkcZe5c78yK19qu0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF48VbC20S8mm 2W5okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqmiTTlHVoIhLdC4lhgivWsdwK1ks1IzIU7DGc3Bb+4xPThifqwU5TFkgyVjzilNhCGqQxH9YbXtObA68SvyQNKNEe1r8Go4RmkilLBTGm73upDXKiLaeCzWqDzLCU0AkZs76j ikhmgnx+6wyfOWWEo0S7UhbP1d8TOZHGTGXoOiWxsVn2CvE/r5/Z6DrIuUozyxRdLIoygW2Ci8fxiGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMY6IJtS6emgvBX355lXQvmr7X9O8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDByjE8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkHlzDH8Afr8AROIjj8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMCmCBvrQqvMkcZe5c78yK19qu0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF48VbC20S8mm 2W5okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqmiTTlHVoIhLdC4lhgivWsdwK1ks1IzIU7DGc3Bb+4xPThifqwU5TFkgyVjzilNhCGqQxH9YbXtObA68SvyQNKNEe1r8Go4RmkilLBTGm73upDXKiLaeCzWqDzLCU0AkZs76j ikhmgnx+6wyfOWWEo0S7UhbP1d8TOZHGTGXoOiWxsVn2CvE/r5/Z6DrIuUozyxRdLIoygW2Ci8fxiGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMY6IJtS6emgvBX355lXQvmr7X9O8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDByjE8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkHlzDH8Afr8AROIjj8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMCmCBvrQqvMkcZe5c78yK19qu0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF48VbC20S8mm 2W5okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqmiTTlHVoIhLdC4lhgivWsdwK1ks1IzIU7DGc3Bb+4xPThifqwU5TFkgyVjzilNhCGqQxH9YbXtObA68SvyQNKNEe1r8Go4RmkilLBTGm73upDXKiLaeCzWqDzLCU0AkZs76j ikhmgnx+6wyfOWWEo0S7UhbP1d8TOZHGTGXoOiWxsVn2CvE/r5/Z6DrIuUozyxRdLIoygW2Ci8fxiGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMY6IJtS6emgvBX355lXQvmr7X9O8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDByjE8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkHlzDH8Afr8AROIjj8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMCmCBvrQqvMkcZe5c78yK19qu0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF48VbC20S8mm 2W5okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqmiTTlHVoIhLdC4lhgivWsdwK1ks1IzIU7DGc3Bb+4xPThifqwU5TFkgyVjzilNhCGqQxH9YbXtObA68SvyQNKNEe1r8Go4RmkilLBTGm73upDXKiLaeCzWqDzLCU0AkZs76j ikhmgnx+6wyfOWWEo0S7UhbP1d8TOZHGTGXoOiWxsVn2CvE/r5/Z6DrIuUozyxRdLIoygW2Ci8fxiGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMY6IJtS6emgvBX355lXQvmr7X9O8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDByjE8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkHlzDH8Afr8AROIjj8=</latexit>
+Hint
<latexit sha1_base64="6vp1A2WG7FF/v04njqXhDn6q6Ho=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXBD0GveQYwTwgWcLs ZDYZMju7zvQGQ8h3ePGgiFc/xpt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYkUBl3328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjholTzXidxTLWrYAaLoXidRQoeSvRnEaB5M1geDfzmyOujYjVA44T7ke0r0QoGEUr+RfVbgf5E06Ewmm3WHLL7hxklXgZKUGGWrf41enFLI24QiapMW3PTdCfUI2CST4tdFLD E8qGtM/blioaceNP5kdPyZlVeiSMtS2FZK7+npjQyJhxFNjOiOLALHsz8T+vnWJ449uHkhS5YotFYSoJxmSWAOkJzRnKsSWUaWFvJWxANWVocyrYELzll1dJ47LsuWXv/qpUuc3iyMMJnMI5eHANFahCDerA4BGe4RXenJHz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/7eiSMg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6vp1A2WG7FF/v04njqXhDn6q6Ho=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXBD0GveQYwTwgWcLs ZDYZMju7zvQGQ8h3ePGgiFc/xpt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYkUBl3328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjholTzXidxTLWrYAaLoXidRQoeSvRnEaB5M1geDfzmyOujYjVA44T7ke0r0QoGEUr+RfVbgf5E06Ewmm3WHLL7hxklXgZKUGGWrf41enFLI24QiapMW3PTdCfUI2CST4tdFLD E8qGtM/blioaceNP5kdPyZlVeiSMtS2FZK7+npjQyJhxFNjOiOLALHsz8T+vnWJ449uHkhS5YotFYSoJxmSWAOkJzRnKsSWUaWFvJWxANWVocyrYELzll1dJ47LsuWXv/qpUuc3iyMMJnMI5eHANFahCDerA4BGe4RXenJHz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/7eiSMg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6vp1A2WG7FF/v04njqXhDn6q6Ho=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXBD0GveQYwTwgWcLs ZDYZMju7zvQGQ8h3ePGgiFc/xpt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYkUBl3328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjholTzXidxTLWrYAaLoXidRQoeSvRnEaB5M1geDfzmyOujYjVA44T7ke0r0QoGEUr+RfVbgf5E06Ewmm3WHLL7hxklXgZKUGGWrf41enFLI24QiapMW3PTdCfUI2CST4tdFLD E8qGtM/blioaceNP5kdPyZlVeiSMtS2FZK7+npjQyJhxFNjOiOLALHsz8T+vnWJ449uHkhS5YotFYSoJxmSWAOkJzRnKsSWUaWFvJWxANWVocyrYELzll1dJ47LsuWXv/qpUuc3iyMMJnMI5eHANFahCDerA4BGe4RXenJHz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/7eiSMg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6vp1A2WG7FF/v04njqXhDn6q6Ho=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXBD0GveQYwTwgWcLs ZDYZMju7zvQGQ8h3ePGgiFc/xpt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYkUBl3328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjholTzXidxTLWrYAaLoXidRQoeSvRnEaB5M1geDfzmyOujYjVA44T7ke0r0QoGEUr+RfVbgf5E06Ewmm3WHLL7hxklXgZKUGGWrf41enFLI24QiapMW3PTdCfUI2CST4tdFLD E8qGtM/blioaceNP5kdPyZlVeiSMtS2FZK7+npjQyJhxFNjOiOLALHsz8T+vnWJ449uHkhS5YotFYSoJxmSWAOkJzRnKsSWUaWFvJWxANWVocyrYELzll1dJ47LsuWXv/qpUuc3iyMMJnMI5eHANFahCDerA4BGe4RXenJHz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/7eiSMg==</latexit>
avoided crossing
<latexit sha1_base64="8P0rPqXwaupjkamYsXcTtf2XQUw=">AAACAHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqIWFzWIQrMKdCFoGbSwjmA9IQtjbmyRL9naP3blgONL4V2 wsFLH1Z9j5b9x8FJr4YODx3gwz88JECou+/+2trK6tb2zmtvLbO7t7+4WDw5rVqeFQ5Vpq0wiZBSkUVFGghEZigMWhhHo4uJ349SEYK7R6wFEC7Zj1lOgKztBJncJxC+ERMzbUIoKIcqOtFao37hSKfsmfgi6TYE6KZI5Kp/DVijRPY1DIJbO2GfgJtjNmUHAJ43wrtZAwPmA9aDqqWAy2nU0fGNMzp0S0q40rhXSq/p7IWGztK A5dZ8ywbxe9ifif10yxe93OhEpSBMVni7qppKjpJA0aCQMc5cgRxo1wt1LeZ4ZxdJnlXQjB4svLpHZRCvxScH9ZLN/M48iRE3JKzklArkiZ3JEKqRJOxuSZvJI378l78d69j1nrijefOSJ/4H3+AKFClw4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8P0rPqXwaupjkamYsXcTtf2XQUw=">AAACAHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqIWFzWIQrMKdCFoGbSwjmA9IQtjbmyRL9naP3blgONL4V2 wsFLH1Z9j5b9x8FJr4YODx3gwz88JECou+/+2trK6tb2zmtvLbO7t7+4WDw5rVqeFQ5Vpq0wiZBSkUVFGghEZigMWhhHo4uJ349SEYK7R6wFEC7Zj1lOgKztBJncJxC+ERMzbUIoKIcqOtFao37hSKfsmfgi6TYE6KZI5Kp/DVijRPY1DIJbO2GfgJtjNmUHAJ43wrtZAwPmA9aDqqWAy2nU0fGNMzp0S0q40rhXSq/p7IWGztK A5dZ8ywbxe9ifif10yxe93OhEpSBMVni7qppKjpJA0aCQMc5cgRxo1wt1LeZ4ZxdJnlXQjB4svLpHZRCvxScH9ZLN/M48iRE3JKzklArkiZ3JEKqRJOxuSZvJI378l78d69j1nrijefOSJ/4H3+AKFClw4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8P0rPqXwaupjkamYsXcTtf2XQUw=">AAACAHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqIWFzWIQrMKdCFoGbSwjmA9IQtjbmyRL9naP3blgONL4V2 wsFLH1Z9j5b9x8FJr4YODx3gwz88JECou+/+2trK6tb2zmtvLbO7t7+4WDw5rVqeFQ5Vpq0wiZBSkUVFGghEZigMWhhHo4uJ349SEYK7R6wFEC7Zj1lOgKztBJncJxC+ERMzbUIoKIcqOtFao37hSKfsmfgi6TYE6KZI5Kp/DVijRPY1DIJbO2GfgJtjNmUHAJ43wrtZAwPmA9aDqqWAy2nU0fGNMzp0S0q40rhXSq/p7IWGztK A5dZ8ywbxe9ifif10yxe93OhEpSBMVni7qppKjpJA0aCQMc5cgRxo1wt1LeZ4ZxdJnlXQjB4svLpHZRCvxScH9ZLN/M48iRE3JKzklArkiZ3JEKqRJOxuSZvJI378l78d69j1nrijefOSJ/4H3+AKFClw4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8P0rPqXwaupjkamYsXcTtf2XQUw=">AAACAHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqIWFzWIQrMKdCFoGbSwjmA9IQtjbmyRL9naP3blgONL4V2 wsFLH1Z9j5b9x8FJr4YODx3gwz88JECou+/+2trK6tb2zmtvLbO7t7+4WDw5rVqeFQ5Vpq0wiZBSkUVFGghEZigMWhhHo4uJ349SEYK7R6wFEC7Zj1lOgKztBJncJxC+ERMzbUIoKIcqOtFao37hSKfsmfgi6TYE6KZI5Kp/DVijRPY1DIJbO2GfgJtjNmUHAJ43wrtZAwPmA9aDqqWAy2nU0fGNMzp0S0q40rhXSq/p7IWGztK A5dZ8ywbxe9ifif10yxe93OhEpSBMVni7qppKjpJA0aCQMc5cgRxo1wt1LeZ4ZxdJnlXQjB4svLpHZRCvxScH9ZLN/M48iRE3JKzklArkiZ3JEKqRJOxuSZvJI378l78d69j1nrijefOSJ/4H3+AKFClw4=</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="vMCmCBvrQqvMkcZe5c78yK19qu0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF48VbC20S8mm2W5okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqmiTTlHVoIhLdC4lhgivWsdwK1ks1 IzIU7DGc3Bb+4xPThifqwU5TFkgyVjzilNhCGqQxH9YbXtObA68SvyQNKNEe1r8Go4RmkilLBTGm73upDXKiLaeCzWqDzLCU0AkZs76jikhmgnx+6wyfOWWEo0S7UhbP1d8TOZHGTGXoOiWxsVn2CvE/r5/Z6DrIuUozyxRdLIoygW2Ci8fxiGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMY6IJtS6emgvBX355lXQvmr7X9O8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDByjE8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkHlzDH8Afr8AROIjj8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMCmCBvrQqvMkcZe5c78yK19qu0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF48VbC20S8mm2W5okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqmiTTlHVoIhLdC4lhgivWsdwK1ks1 IzIU7DGc3Bb+4xPThifqwU5TFkgyVjzilNhCGqQxH9YbXtObA68SvyQNKNEe1r8Go4RmkilLBTGm73upDXKiLaeCzWqDzLCU0AkZs76jikhmgnx+6wyfOWWEo0S7UhbP1d8TOZHGTGXoOiWxsVn2CvE/r5/Z6DrIuUozyxRdLIoygW2Ci8fxiGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMY6IJtS6emgvBX355lXQvmr7X9O8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDByjE8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkHlzDH8Afr8AROIjj8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMCmCBvrQqvMkcZe5c78yK19qu0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF48VbC20S8mm2W5okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqmiTTlHVoIhLdC4lhgivWsdwK1ks1 IzIU7DGc3Bb+4xPThifqwU5TFkgyVjzilNhCGqQxH9YbXtObA68SvyQNKNEe1r8Go4RmkilLBTGm73upDXKiLaeCzWqDzLCU0AkZs76jikhmgnx+6wyfOWWEo0S7UhbP1d8TOZHGTGXoOiWxsVn2CvE/r5/Z6DrIuUozyxRdLIoygW2Ci8fxiGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMY6IJtS6emgvBX355lXQvmr7X9O8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDByjE8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkHlzDH8Afr8AROIjj8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMCmCBvrQqvMkcZe5c78yK19qu0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF48VbC20S8mm2W5okl2SrFCW/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8x2+5BWx8MPN6bYWZemApurOd9o8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqmiTTlHVoIhLdC4lhgivWsdwK1ks1 IzIU7DGc3Bb+4xPThifqwU5TFkgyVjzilNhCGqQxH9YbXtObA68SvyQNKNEe1r8Go4RmkilLBTGm73upDXKiLaeCzWqDzLCU0AkZs76jikhmgnx+6wyfOWWEo0S7UhbP1d8TOZHGTGXoOiWxsVn2CvE/r5/Z6DrIuUozyxRdLIoygW2Ci8fxiGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMY6IJtS6emgvBX355lXQvmr7X9O8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDByjE8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkHlzDH8Afr8AROIjj8=</latexit>
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FIG. 4. (a) Non-interacting many-body spectrum versus φ for the
Josephson junction in Fig. 3 in the m = 3 case. Solid and dashed
lines respectively denote even- and odd-fermion-parity states. Cross-
ings necessarily occur at φ = pi due to T 2 = +1 symmetry, and lo-
cal mixing generically rotates among equal-parity degenerate states.
(b) Many-body spectrum with interactions—which shift the locations
of the crossings away from the time-reversal-invariant point, where
they are no longer protected. Interaction-induced avoided crossings
between same-parity states protect the fractional Josephson effect
against local mixing.
a well-defined adiabatic fractional Josephson effect. Simi-
lar results hold in junctions of T 2 = +1 topological su-
perconductors, with the interesting addition that interactions
in some cases immunize against local mixing. Our analy-
sis exemplifies a more general result in Ref. 71 that time-
reversal-symmetry-protected effects are fragile in an open sys-
tem. Whether an analogous fate befalls cycles in systems with
degeneracies protected by local unitary symmetries remains
an interesting open question.
Our findings are relevant for experiments on both TRITOPS
and nanowire-based Josephson junctions. Recent experiments
investigating the Josephson effect in proximitized quantum
spin Hall edges [72–74] observed signatures of 4pi- and 2pi-
periodicity, whereas theory predicts an 8pi-periodic Josephson
effect [62, 75–77]. Subgap energy levels corresponding to the
same fermion parity are predicted to have a Kramers degen-
eracy at integer multiples of φ = pi; thus, local mixing could
induce transitions at these time-reversal-invariant points. Ad-
ditionally, the degree of T 2 = +1 symmetry breaking in Ma-
jorana nanowires has important implications for topological
quantum computing with MZMs [13–15]. Projective MZM
parity measurements proposed in Ref. 13 rely on pairs of
MZMs hybridizing through adjacent quantum dots. Estimat-
ing the magnitude of symmetry breaking, e.g., by observing
the time scale of φ˙(t) for which the junction in Fig. 3 recov-
ers a periodic Josephson effect, would bound the visibility of
these measurements.
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Local mixing review
Reference 47 derived that when the operators describing a
Majorana Kramers pair depend on some parameters η, the lo-






We review a simple example of how a non-zero mixing angle
can arise microscopically.
Consider a TRITOPS wire modeled by two Kitaev chains.







where σ ∈ {↑, ↓} labels the two time-reversed copies, a and
b the two Majorana flavors that form the spinful fermion, and
j the site. The two Majorana operators corresponding to the
same j and σ transform oppositely under T : here we take the
signs in Eq. (1) to be sa = −1, sb = 1. This model has four
MZMs, γ1aσ, γNbσ . Let us assume that local perturbations on
the left end of the wire take the form of a chemical potential










(iγ1a↑γ1b↓ − iγ1a↓γ1b↑) , (10)
where α parametrizes the ratio of the two terms and is time-
dependent. Both Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) commute with T . In the
presence of these perturbations, the new zero mode operators
become time-dependent as well:
γ1(t) = cos ζγ1a↑ − sin ζ (cosα(t)γ2a↑ + sinα(t)γ2a↓)
(11)
γ˜1(t) = cos ζγ1a↓ − sin ζ (cosα(t)γ2a↓ − sinα(t)γ2a↑) ,
(12)
where tan ζ = β/ε. Solving Eq. (7), we have
θ1 = − sin2 ζ
∮




where α(T ) = α(0) + 2pin, with n ∈ Z. Therefore, provided
α has non-trivial winding, θ1 6= 0 and γ1, γ˜1 undergo local
mixing.
TRITOPS Josephson junction
A TRITOPS wire can be thought of as two topological su-






FIG. 5. TRITOPS Josephson junction with each wire modeled by
two Kitaev chains in the dimerized limit. Dotted lines indicate
hybridization of Majorana Kramers pairs (dark purple) leading to
Eq. (2). Local mixing arises when Majorana Kramers pairs undergo
time-dependent coupling to gapped Majorana modes.
the two copies with a spin degree of freedom σ ∈ {↑, ↓},
time reversal acts on the fermionic operators of the J th wire
as cJ = (cJ,↑, cJ,↓)T as [43]
T cJT −1 = isJ(φ)eiφJσycJ . (14)
The sign sJ(φ) = ±1 represents a Z2 gauge-freedom
when defining symmetry transformations of superconductors.
When multiple TRITOPS are present but disconnected, each
satisfies its own time reversal symmetry according to Eq. (14).
When two TRITOPS are connected, e.g. by a Josephson junc-
tion, the global symmetry transformation must be consistent
between the two. Therefore, a TRITOPS Josephson junction
is only symmetric under T when the phase difference between
the left and right superconductors is a multiple of pi. We label
these discrete values the “time-reversal-invariant points” and
fix sL(φL) = +1 and sR(φR = npi + φL) = −(−1)n below.
A simple model of a TRITOPS Josephson junction is
HJJ = λ˜c
†
L↑cR↑ − λ˜∗c†L↓cR↓ + λc†L↑cR↓ + λ∗c†L↓cR↑ + h.c.
(15)
where L/R denote whether the fermion belongs to the wire
on the left/right end of the junction and we can generically
allow for different tunneling amplitudes between wires with
the same and different σ labels.






(γJaσ + iγJbσ) , (16)
where φJ is the superconducting phase of the wire on the J th
side of the junction (J ∈ {L,R}), and the operators γcσ ,
c ∈ {a, b} satisfy the Majorana anticommutation relation
{γcσ, γc′σ′} = 2δcc′δσσ′ . (17)
Equations (14) and Eq. (16) imply Eq. (1).
Each copy of a topological superconductor has a single









Fixing φL = 0 and φR = φ and dropping the a/b label of the













Im[λ˜] iγLσγRσ + σIm[λ] iγLσγRσ¯
)]
. (19)
In the above, we have written σ¯ to indicate the oppo-
site choice of σ for the subscripts, and σ as a coeffi-
cient to correspond to ± for ↑ / ↓. We recover Eq. (2)
by setting λ˜ = 0 for simplicity, denoting the real and
imaginary parts of λ with subscripts e/o, and identifying
(γL,↑, γL,↓, γR,↑, γR,↓)→ (γL, γ˜L, γ˜R, γR).
DerivingHeff
We now derive Eq. (5) in the main text. The Majorana op-

















(γ˜L + iγ˜R) (23)
Then, defining even-parity basis states so that |0〉 corresponds
to the vacuum state annihilated by c, c˜, f, f˜ and
|1〉 = c†c˜†|0〉 (24)
|2〉 = f†c†|0〉 (25)
|3〉 = f†c˜†|0〉 (26)
|4〉 = f˜†c†|0〉 (27)
|5〉 = f˜†c˜†|0〉 (28)
|6〉 = f†f˜†|0〉 (29)
|7〉 = f†f˜†c†c˜†|0〉 (30)
so that f†f = 12 (1− iγεγ′ε) and c†c = 12 (1− iγLγR) and
similarly for the time-reversed partners. In this basis, the full





2 cosα −β2 sinα β2 sinα β2 cosα 0 0




2 sinα ε− λo 0 0 0 β2 sinα −β2 cosα
−β2 sinα β2 cosα 0 ε+ λo 0 0 β2 cosα β2 sinα
β




2 sinα 0 0 0 ε+ λo
β
2 sinα −β2 cosα
0 0 β2 sinα
β
2 cosα −β2 cosα β2 sinα 2ε+ λe 0
0 0 −β2 cosα β2 sinα −β2 sinα −β2 cosα 0 2ε− λe

(31)











and suppressed the time-dependence of φ













with corresponding instantaneous eigenstates
|ψ1(t)〉 = +|1〉 − β
2ε





(|1〉 − |6〉) . (33)
|ψ2(t)〉 = −|0〉+ β
2ε






7We have defined νp,p′ = 1 + (−pλe(t) + p′λo(t)) /ε with
p, p′ = ±1.
As described in the main text, when βα˙(t)  ε2, transi-
tions between the low and high-energy states are negligible.
Solutions to the Schro¨dinger equation for a state initialized in
the low-energy subspace take the form
|Φ(t)〉 = v1(t)|ψ1(t)〉+ v2(t)|ψ2(t)〉. (35)
The coefficients satisfy the equation of motion


























Note that all λo dependence drops out at order ε−2.
Time evolution according toHeff(t)
Equation (5) has the general form H(t) = a(t)σz + b(t)σy
with instantaneous eigenvalues and eigenstates
±(t) = ±Ω(t) = ±
√
a(t)2 + b(t)2 (40)
| ± (t)〉 = ∓iβ±|0〉+ β∓|1〉 (41)
where |0〉, |1〉 are the eigenstates of σz corresponding
















The adiabatic theorem asserts that when A  1, the system
initialized in an energy eigenstate remains in that eigenstate
throughout the time evolution [78, 79].
For Heff(t), A and Ω(t) evaluate to
A =





4λ′2e cos2[φ(t)/2] + θ˙(t)2/4, (45)
where t˜ is the time that maximizes the numerator and t¯ the
time that minimizes the denominator. When θ¨(t) = 0, A re-















where t1 is the location of the quench. If







Thus the transition probability approaches zero for
τ θ˙max  1/2. If instead θ˙max/2 and 2λ′e cos[φ(t1)/2]
are comparable (as is the case in Fig. 2), the adiabatic
criterion becomes 8τΩ(t1) 1.
To analyze the time evolution according to Eq. (5) more
generally, we can consider the Schro¨dinger equation for a state























When |v(t)|  Ω(t), the coefficients evolve according to a
diagonal Hamiltonian and the system initialized in the instan-
taneous ground state will remain in the instantaneous ground
state at later times, resulting in the conventional 2pi-periodic
Josephson effect. (Note that maxt|v(t)|/Ω(t) corresponds to
A when t˜ = t¯.) When |v(t)|  Ω(t), the instantaneous en-
ergy states undergo Rabi oscillations, and the current-phase
relation will generally be aperiodic.
Aperiodicity from local mixing
Consider a junction described by Eq. (19). In the even par-
ity sector iγLγR = iγ˜Lγ˜R, we can define Pauli matrices
σx = iγLγR = iγ˜Lγ˜R (52)
σy = iγLγ˜R = −iγ˜LγR (53)

























e. When φ is not








Note that |I−〉 is the instantaneous ground state of the junc-
tion for φ < pi, while |I+〉 is the instantaneous ground state
for φ > pi. Consider a thought experiment of a phase-biased
TRITOPS Josephson junction, undergoing the following pro-
tocol. Initialize the system at φ = 0 in the state |I+〉, then
evolve the phase φ such that at the kth time invariant point
one of the Majorana Kramers pairs accrues a local mixing an-
gle θk. In the absence of any other noise sources, between the
k−1th and kth time-reversal invariant points, the system is in












with current expectation value























thus the current expectation value is not 4pi periodic. More
generally, 〈I(φ)〉 is aperiodic except for fine-tuned choices of
the θj .
The phase-biased system is not necessarily the most ex-
perimentally accessible, as usually phase would be tuned by
a magnetic field, whose presence would break the time re-
versal symmetry of the junction. A more physically rele-
vant setup is for the junction to be voltage-biased, so that the
DC Josephson equation implies a constant phase sweep speed
φ˙ = 2eV/~ = ωJ . When the system undergoes a 4pi periodic
fractional Josephson effect, the power spectrum of the current








exhibits a peak at ω = ±ωJ/2. An aperiodic current-phase
relation manifests as no peak in the power spectrum.
If the only source of noise is local mixing, then the proba-
bility q± of occupying junction eigenstates |I±〉 only changes
after passing through a time reversal invariant point. If
sk = 1− pk is the probability of transitioning between junc-
tion eigenstates (i.e. pk is the probability of transitioning be-
tween instantaneous energy eigenstates) at the kth such point,
























1 + (1− 2s¯)k] 1 + [1− (1− 2s¯)k]σx)( q+(t0)q−(t0)
)
. (62)











1 + (1− 2s¯)k] 1 + [1− (1− 2s¯)k]σx) . (63)
Note that in the large k limit the system approaches the maximally mixed state at a rate ωJ ln[1− 2s¯]/2pi.
The current is











































2pi ln[1−2s¯](t′−t)Θ (1− 2s¯) + eωJ2pi (ipi+ln[2s¯−1])(t′−t)Θ (2s¯− 1)
)
(66)




e. Therefore, the power spectrum is





















































As s¯→ 0 (p¯ → 1, r  1), the power spectrum has two
peaks at ω = ±ωJ/2, corresponding to a fractional Joseph-
son effect. When s¯→ 1 (p¯ → 0, r  1), the power spec-
trum peaks at ω = 0, ωJ , corresponding to the standard 2pi-
periodic Josephson effect. As s¯→ 1/2 from either side, P (ω)
flattens- signaling an aperiodic current-phase relation.
T 2 = +1 Josephson junctions
Consider the model for a topological superconductor sug-








− µ− hσx − iασy∂x)ψ + ∆ψ↑ψ↓ +H.c.
(69)
where spin indices have been suppressed, h is a Zeeman term,
α is the spin-orbit coupling, and ∆ is the superconduting gap.
This Hamiltonian is symmetric under T = K time-reversal-
symmetry [64, 65], which in this model is simply complex
conjugation. This symmetry is an artifact of the low-energy
Hamiltonian and can be broken by adding higher-order hop-
ping terms or interactions. Nonetheless, such terms are ex-
pected to be weak and for low energies the wire satisfies
T 2 = +1.
We now derive the Josephson junction Hamiltonian for the
setup shown in Fig. 3 when each Majorana nanowire indi-
vidually satisfies T . Label the fermionic operators by cJj ,
J ∈ {L,R} labeling the left/right side of the junction, and
j ∈ {1, 2} labeling the top or bottom wire. The cJ,j trans-
form trivially under T ; thus the most general non-interacting



















where all tunneling amplitudes are real: ΛJjk, λjk ∈ R.
Time reversal symmetry acts on the complex fermionic
operators cJj = e
−iφJ/2
2 (γJaj + iγJbj) as cJj →
sJ(φJ)e
iφJ cJj . Thus, we once again see that φ = φR−φL =
npi are the time-reversal invariant points. Fixing φL = 0 and
φR = φ, the transformation on the Majorana operators is
γJaj → sJγJaj , γJbj → −sJγJbj (71)
with signs sL = 1, sR = (−1)n for φ = npi.









From here on, we drop the a/b labels and write the zero mode
operators as γJj . Under T ,
iγJ1γJ2 → −iγJ1γJ2 (73)
iγLjγRk → sLsRiγLjγRk = (−1)niγLjγRk. (74)
Equation (73) implies ΛJ = 0 (and is precisely why in the
presence of T the quantum dot-based MZM parity measure-













The model given in Eq. (31) is purely real and thus also sat-
isfies T 2 = +1 symmetry. As such, the derivation of Eq. (5)
similarly holds for this system as well.
Multiwire topological Josephson junctions
We investigate the effect of local mixing on a Josephson
junction between two sets of m Majorana wires. Above we
argued that m = 2 reproduces the aperiodic behavior of a
TRITOPS junction. We now demonstrate that interactions re-
store 4pi periodicity for m = 3, and 2pi periodicity for m = 4.
Such Josephson junctions offer a testbed for probing the Z8
classification of Majorana nanowires theorized by Ref. 65.











where j runs over each of themwires and L andR signify the
wires to the left and right of the junction. After one evolution
γRj → −γRj . We can combine Majorana fermions into Dirac
fermions as cj = γLj + iγRj . After one evolution the occupa-
tion of this bound state switches. Notice that for m wires we
track 2m bound states, which for free fermions all intersect at
φ = pi (where all energies are 0).
• m = 1. The standard fractional Josephson is immune
to local mixing, as the two bound states differ by local
fermion parity. No local mixing terms are allowed that
mix the states at φ = pi.
• m = 2. The model posited in previous Appendices still
respects T 2 = +1 symmetry. The four states in ques-
tion split into even and odd parity states. Unlike the
m = 1 wire, however, fermion parity in the junction
remains the same after a 2pi evolution (as both bound
states switch occupation) and so we can restrict our-
selves to the even parity sector. The crossing at φ = pi
is protected by our symmetry, but that does not prevent
local mixing.
Interactions do not play an important role for m = 2.
The only acceptable interaction at φ = pi reads
Hint = w1(iγL1γR1)(iγL2γR2), (77)
which only splits the even and odd parity sectors and
does not affect the Josephson periodicity. We recover
local mixing, implying (for certain parameter regimes)
the loss of 4pi periodicity.
• m = 3. While it may seem that m = 3 wires will
suffer from local mixing as well, interactions conspire
to restore 4pi periodicity (in much the same way that
interactions stabilize an 8pi-periodic fractional Joseph-
son effect in the absence of local mixing for a junction
of proximitized quantum spin Hall edges [75]). Notice
that after a 2pi evolution, the local fermion parity in the
junction changes. We track 8 states, 4 with even parity





will shift the different bands up or down. Instead of
crossing at pi, many crossings are now shifted away,
and so symmetry-breaking perturbations may be added
that open up avoided crossings. Not all crossings are
avoided; recall that even parity states get mapped to odd
parity states and vice versa. Crossings between these
states are protected by fermion parity; we recover the
4pi periodic Josephson effect.
• m = 4. As predicted by Ref. 65, adding interactions to






completely removes any degeneracy at the crossing
while respecting time reversal. The Josephson effect
is 2pi periodic.
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